Creodent Aesthetic Checklist

The following are essential tools we will need to complete an aesthetic case, and should be obtained during the prep appointment and/or temp check appointment.

☐ 1. Photos of pre-op teeth (1:1, 1:2 Lens setting from various angles). Please refer to photos below.
☐ 2. Impression or model of pre-op teeth (PVS impression only)
☐ 3. Photos of prepared teeth with shade tab & stump shade.
☐ 4. Bite registration (bites of both prep & temp. Must be separate from stick bite)
☐ 5. Study model Impression of provisionals (PVS impression only)
☐ 6. Pre-op model or impression (PVS impression only)
☐ 7. Horizontal plane guide (stick bite or facebow)
☐ 8. Detailed lab script thoroughly filled out.
☐ 9. Desired length & width of teeth
☐ 11. Shape of teeth (refer to Creo smile selection on the next page)

For technical questions, please call 888.803.4242
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